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Studying Fake News

• Following the 2016 US presidential elections, the topic of 
Fake News has been studied intensively

• Highly interdisciplinary field with many different sub-topics

• Crucial contribution of computer science: large scale 
quantitative analysis

• Mostly focused on social media



Studying Fake News on Social Media

• Many social networks not open for research

• The majority of research focusses on Twitter

• Allows the analysis of structural information
(Followers, retweets, etc.)

• Textual information limited due to 140/280 character limit



Studying Fake News on Websites

• A lot of fake news doe not come from Twitter, but from 
news websites

• News websites typically have more text, but no structural 
information

• Unlike Twitter etc., there is no single API to collect 
information from news websites

• However, an existing project 



Studying Fake News on Websites

• A lot of fake news doe not come from Twitter, but from 
news websites

• News websites typically have more text, but no structural 
information

• Unlike Twitter etc., there is no single API to collect data 
from news websites

• However, an existing project offers a wealth of 
information 



The GDELT Project

The Global Database on Events, Language and Tone 
collects news articles worldwide

The current 2.0 version has collected data since 2015



Events and Mentions in GDELT
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• GDELT maintains an Events and 
Mentions table

• Events are discovered from 
analyzing article text

• Each event typically has multiple 
mentions



GDELT Data Collection

• Every 15 minutes, GDELT 2.0 publishes a new events 
and mentions file

• Since 2015, more than a billion articles registered

• Data is freely available

• Main problem: how to analyze large amounts of data 
efficiently ?



Analyzing GDELT Data

• GDELT data is available in Google BigQuery and 

Amazon S3

• Neither is currently being updated

• Business model of Google BigQuery makes it very hard 

to estimate cost. Not suited for continuous trend 

detection.

• Our goal: develop a lightweight, efficient system for in-

memory processing on large memory nodes



Parallel GDELT Data Analysis

• Tool is written in C++ / OpenMP, tuned for performance

• Can select which data fields are stored in memory. Allows 
control of memory consumption

• Most analyses require only limited information per article

• Relies on scripts that clean and preprocess the data

• Use system to detect trend in the news landscape



Detecting Trends in Global News
Fig. 1: The diagram shows the number of events with certain number of articles.

TABLE I: General dataset statistics

Number of Value

Sources 20,996
Events 324,564,472

Capture intervals 168,266
Articles 1,090,310,118

Minimum number of articles per event 1
Maximum number of articles per event 5234
Articles per event (weighted average) 3.36

TABLE II: Problems found during the dataset analysis

Number of Value

Missformatted dataset master list entries 53
Missing archives for dataset chunks 8

Missing event source URL 1
Recorder event date is in future compared
to the recorded first article publication date 4

Thus, we can conclude that despite its impressive reach,
GDELT is still missing a large part of the global news
landscape that is accessible online. Nevertheless, our data
gathering extends to more than one billion articles covering
more than 300 million events, thus constituting the largest such
analysis so far. We are predominantly interested in the timing
and location of world events, as well as the relative time, i.e.
publishing delay, source, and location of the mentions.

Naturally, the number of articles reporting on a given event
vary widely. The most reported event, which is the 2016
Orlando nightclub shooting, was picked up by more than a
quarter of all tracked news sources, while the typical event
is covered only by one to five sites. When considering that
not all sources are active over time, the event was reported

Fig. 2: The diagram shows the number of sources that are
active during each quarters.

on by about 85% of the sources that were active at that time,
as shown in Figure 2. The low number of active sites shows
that many of the sources tracked by GDELT are periodical
publications rather than daily newspapers.

As expected, the frequency of highly reported news follows
a power law distribution [28], as shown in Figure 1. A similar
observation was made previously by Lu et al. [20]. However,
unlike Lu et al., our data shows a slight but noticeable
deviation from the power law around the center of the graph.
Note that unlike Lu et al., we take all sources and all articles
into account.

A crucial component of our efficient handling of GDELT
data is its conversion to a binary format. While doing so is
straightforward, it requires cleaning and checking the data.
Doing so, we found a small number of problems with the
GDELT source data which are listed in Table II.

• Divide time since 2015 into quarters

• First quarter is shorter. System went live in February 2015

• Number of events tracked relatively constant



Detecting Trends in Global News

• Number of articles tracked relatively constant

• Highest number of articles per event typically in US mass 
shootings (85% of active sources report on)

• Analyze English language only

Fig. 3: The diagram shows the number of events observed by
the quarters.

Fig. 4: The diagram shows the number of articles observed by
the quarters.

We present the development of the key statistics over time.
The number of sources is shown in Figure 2, events in
Figure 3, and articles in Figure 4. For readability reasons we
aggregated time into quarters. We observe that these numbers
are relatively stable during the observed time period, with a
slight decrease in the number of articles in 2019.

Note that the first entry begins on the 18th of February 2015,
and thus does not represent a full quarter. The numbers are
relatively stable over time, with a slight decrease in the years
2018 and 2019. Interestingly, while the number of sources is
relatively stable, only about one third of the sources are active
in any given quarter.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section we present a series of experimental results
which were obtained using our system. Some of these are
grouped by world region, while others are grouped by time.

A. Articles over Time

Our first experiment is a simple count of articles per source.
Based on the result, we determined the 10 most productive
news websites. In Figure 5, we present their number of articles
over time. In the following, we refer to this number as ni for
a source i.

While one would expect to find internationally know news-
papers here, we observe that 8 out of the 10 of these websites
are regional British newspapers, and most of them are owned
by the Newsquest Media Group6. Cursory inspection of the
news website suggests that most of these articles are com-
paratively short. The graphs also indicate a certain correlation
over time, which we will investigate in the next experiment.

TABLE III: The ten most reported events

Mentions Event source URL

5234 Orlando nightclub shooting, 2016
5147 Las Vegas shooting, 2017
5131 Shooting of Dallas police officers, 2016
4944 Shooting of Alton Sterling, 2016
4606 Donald Trump announces running for a second term, 2019
4501 Reactions to shooting of Dallas police officers, 2016
4196 Reactions to Orlando nightclub shooting, 2016
4037 El Paso shooting, 2019
3989 NRA activity, 2019
3984 Russian reaction to Donald Trump election, 2017

B. Common Reporting of the Top Publishers
We created the co-reporting matrix of all 20996 sources

present in the data. For each pair of sources i and j, we
measure their co-reporting cij by counting the number of
events eij that both report on, divided by the total number
of events the pair reported on, i.e. the Jaccard Index (see
e.g. [29]). Note that this formulation heavily depends on using
ei i.e. events reported on by source i as a base statistic rather
than number of articles. Co-reporting is thus defined as:

cij =
eij

ei + ej � eij

Since a dense representation requires only about 1.8 GB,
this is the most efficient way of of computing the matrix due
to the large number of updates. Even if more news sources
were tracked by GDELT, the resources of modern hardware
are likely sufficient for following this approach.

Furthermore, not all sources are reporting actively over time,
as shown in Figure 2. Therefore, even if the number of sources
is large, a global co-reporting matrix can be assembled from
smaller matrices that cover only a limited time span. These
matrices can then be compressed into a sparse format and
assembled into a larger sparse matrix. Only in social networks
where the number of sources, i.e. participants is much larger
than in the online news sphere would it be necessary to build
a co-reporting matrix using sparse data structures.

The disadvantage of co-reporting is that it does not take
time into account, i.e. it does not distinguish between who
published first and who followed. Thus, we define follow-
reporting fij as the number of articles published by site j
on an event that site i published on before nij , divided by the
number of articles that j published, i.e.:

fij =
nij

nj

6https://www.newsquest.co.uk/



Highest Number of Articles

• 7 out of 10 top publishers by number of articles belong to 
Newsquest Media Group (UK)

• Regional newspapers, typically short articlesster



Co-reporting

• Define co-reporting similar to Jaccard index:

• co-reporting shows strong connection between  top 10 
sites  

• Likely vector for the spread of fake news

Fig. 3: The diagram shows the number of events observed by
the quarters.

Fig. 4: The diagram shows the number of articles observed by
the quarters.

We present the development of the key statistics over time.
The number of sources is shown in Figure 2, events in
Figure 3, and articles in Figure 4. For readability reasons we
aggregated time into quarters. We observe that these numbers
are relatively stable during the observed time period, with a
slight decrease in the number of articles in 2019.

Note that the first entry begins on the 18th of February 2015,
and thus does not represent a full quarter. The numbers are
relatively stable over time, with a slight decrease in the years
2018 and 2019. Interestingly, while the number of sources is
relatively stable, only about one third of the sources are active
in any given quarter.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section we present a series of experimental results
which were obtained using our system. Some of these are
grouped by world region, while others are grouped by time.

A. Articles over Time

Our first experiment is a simple count of articles per source.
Based on the result, we determined the 10 most productive
news websites. In Figure 5, we present their number of articles
over time. In the following, we refer to this number as ni for
a source i.

While one would expect to find internationally know news-
papers here, we observe that 8 out of the 10 of these websites
are regional British newspapers, and most of them are owned
by the Newsquest Media Group6. Cursory inspection of the
news website suggests that most of these articles are com-
paratively short. The graphs also indicate a certain correlation
over time, which we will investigate in the next experiment.

TABLE III: The ten most reported events

Mentions Event source URL

5234 Orlando nightclub shooting, 2016
5147 Las Vegas shooting, 2017
5131 Shooting of Dallas police officers, 2016
4944 Shooting of Alton Sterling, 2016
4606 Donald Trump announces running for a second term, 2019
4501 Reactions to shooting of Dallas police officers, 2016
4196 Reactions to Orlando nightclub shooting, 2016
4037 El Paso shooting, 2019
3989 NRA activity, 2019
3984 Russian reaction to Donald Trump election, 2017

B. Common Reporting of the Top Publishers
We created the co-reporting matrix of all 20996 sources

present in the data. For each pair of sources i and j, we
measure their co-reporting cij by counting the number of
events eij that both report on, divided by the total number
of events the pair reported on, i.e. the Jaccard Index (see
e.g. [29]). Note that this formulation heavily depends on using
ei i.e. events reported on by source i as a base statistic rather
than number of articles. Co-reporting is thus defined as:

cij =
eij

ei + ej � eij

Since a dense representation requires only about 1.8 GB,
this is the most efficient way of of computing the matrix due
to the large number of updates. Even if more news sources
were tracked by GDELT, the resources of modern hardware
are likely sufficient for following this approach.

Furthermore, not all sources are reporting actively over time,
as shown in Figure 2. Therefore, even if the number of sources
is large, a global co-reporting matrix can be assembled from
smaller matrices that cover only a limited time span. These
matrices can then be compressed into a sparse format and
assembled into a larger sparse matrix. Only in social networks
where the number of sources, i.e. participants is much larger
than in the online news sphere would it be necessary to build
a co-reporting matrix using sparse data structures.

The disadvantage of co-reporting is that it does not take
time into account, i.e. it does not distinguish between who
published first and who followed. Thus, we define follow-
reporting fij as the number of articles published by site j
on an event that site i published on before nij , divided by the
number of articles that j published, i.e.:

fij =
nij

nj

6https://www.newsquest.co.uk/



Reporting between countries

• Similar statistic: fraction of news about other countries:

• News about USA dominate in all countries

• News topics relatively consistent internationally 

• Data is based on GDELT NLP. May contain a 
substantial error rate.

TABLE V: Common Reporting between World Regions. Note that values are rounded.

UK USA Australia India Italy Canada South Africa Nigeria Bangladesh Philippines
UK 0.113 0.091 0.016 0.003 0.003 0.002 0.001 0.001 0

USA 0.113 0.103 0.02 0.004 0.004 0.002 0.001 0.001 0
Australia 0.091 0.103 0.028 0.006 0.006 0.004 0.001 0.001 0.001

India 0.016 0.02 0.028 0.02 0.02 0.009 0.006 0.006 0.002
Italy 0.003 0.004 0.006 0.02 0.014 0.005 0.003 0.004 0.003

Canada 0.003 0.004 0.006 0.02 0.014 0.01 0.006 0.006 0.001
South Africa 0.002 0.002 0.004 0.009 0.005 0.01 0.002 0.006 0.002

Nigeria 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.006 0.003 0.006 0.002 0.003 0.002
Bangladesh 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.006 0.004 0.006 0.006 0.003 0.002
Philippines 0 0 0.001 0.002 0.003 0.001 0.002 0.002 0.002

TABLE VI: The country-cross-reporting matrix for the ten most reported on (the country in which the event is happened) and
most publishing (the country in which an article on the event was published) countries lists the number of articles for each pair
of reported-publisher countries. Reported countries are arranged by the total number of events recorded. Publisher countries
are arranged by the total number of articles recorded. Numbers represent article counts.

Publisher Country
UK USA Australia India Italy Canada South Africa Nigeria Bangladesh Philippines

R
ep

or
te

d
C

ou
nt

ry USA 188162540 142232473 63996675 4311031 798066 898807 393876 222035 128250 54194
UK 24920353 16115992 7097182 634075 121076 99963 57203 17553 19274 6119

India 12875274 8927574 4530107 369358 59451 49874 37845 8062 13758 4664
China 11618761 8732422 4834084 331005 54289 55868 35289 9261 13349 5829

Australia 13358384 10142138 8798879 290641 58434 58895 44547 8247 13086 15016
Canada 10656237 8689060 4181162 261563 58742 80827 21567 9442 8898 2907
Nigeria 6621603 4663538 2318310 163855 29339 25725 18608 7735 5934 2401
Russia 14517877 10362300 4403051 366765 62420 61249 34305 18068 11068 3019
Israel 12211243 8384841 3725686 329520 51075 47105 31785 10701 8960 3247

Pakistan 6432568 4467034 2239956 169439 28122 23395 17276 5335 5902 2877

TABLE VII: The fractional country-cross-reporting matrix for the ten most reported on (the country in which the event is
happened) and most publishing (the country in which an article on the event was published) countries lists the number of
articles for each pair of reported-publisher countries. Reported countries are arranged by the total number of events recorded.
Publisher countries are arranged by the total number of articles recorded. Numbers represent the percentage of all articles from
the publisher country reporting on the other countries.

Publisher Country
UK USA Australia India Italy Canada South Africa Nigeria Bangladesh Philippines

R
ep

or
te

d
C

ou
nt

ry USA 39.67 40.99 38.78 37.59 37.3 42.78 34.36 47.4 34.53 33.34
UK 5.25 4.64 4.3 5.53 5.66 4.76 4.99 3.75 5.19 3.76

India 2.71 2.57 2.75 3.22 2.78 2.37 3.3 1.72 3.7 2.87
China 2.45 2.52 2.93 2.89 2.54 2.66 3.08 1.98 3.59 3.59

Australia 2.82 2.92 5.33 2.53 2.73 2.8 3.89 1.76 3.52 9.24
Canada 2.25 2.5 2.53 2.28 2.75 3.85 1.88 2.02 2.4 1.79
Nigeria 1.4 1.34 1.4 1.43 1.37 1.22 1.62 1.65 1.6 1.48
Russia 3.06 2.99 2.67 3.2 2.92 2.92 2.99 3.86 2.98 1.86
Israel 2.57 2.42 2.26 2.87 2.39 2.24 2.77 2.28 2.41 2

Pakistan 1.36 1.29 1.36 1.48 1.31 1.11 1.51 1.14 1.59 1.77

hypothesis is that the pressure to publish quickly favours the
spread of misinformation. Bago et al. [31] describe evidence
for the fact that at least for news consumers, deliberation, and
thus time, reduces trust in misinformation. If this connection
also holds for journalists, then the news becoming faster
would be a likely cause of at least some of the increase in
misinformation that was perceived in the recent years. While
establishing such a connection is beyond the scope of this
paper, measuring the reporting delay over time is an important
step for doing so.

The GDELT database denotes the time of all events it

records. However, it does not record the publishing times of
the mentions it gathers. While many news websites report
publishing times to the minute, some prominent sites such
as the New York Times (as of February 2020) do not. And
even among those that do, reporting publishing times does
not always follow a common standard. Therefore, setting up
an automatic system for querying this information for more
than 20,000 news sources would require immense effort.

However, the publishing time can be gauged from the 15
minute increment during which a news article was scraped
and added to the database. This provides information which



Is the news getting faster ?

• Traditional news followed a 24 hour news cycle

• No longer true for online news

• Pressure on journalists to produce articles faster

• This pressure is often cited as a reason for lack of fact-
checking/propagation of fake news

• We analyze mine GDELT to answer the question:

Is the time between an event and news that 
mentions it getting smaller ? 



Number of Publishers by Average Delay



Number of Publishers by Minimum Delay



Number of Publishers by Median Delay



Number of Publishers by Maximum Delay



Publishing Delays

• Event time is not available. Delay is counted 
from the first mentioning article.  

• Maximum delay clearly separates news sources into 
daily/weekly/monthly/yearly group

• Median peaks at about 4 hours

• Need to aggregate data by quarter



Is the news getting faster ?

• Average publishing delay went down significantly in 2019



Is the news getting faster ?

• On the other hand, Median is quite stable



Number of Articles with more than 1 Day Delay

• Reduction of the average is due to reduction in “slow news”

• Thus, news is getting faster,  although not by speeding up 
an already fast cycle


